Closed-loop Neuroscience is based on the experimental approach where the ongoing brain activity is 3 recorded, processed, and passed back to the brain as sensory feedback or direct stimulation of neural 4 circuits. The artificial closed loops constructed with this approach expand the traditional stimulus-5 response experimentation. As such, closed-loop Neuroscience provides insights on the function of 6 loops existing in the brain and the ways the flow of neural information could be modified to treat 7 neurological conditions. 8 Neural oscillations, or brain rhythms, are a class of neural activities that have been extensively 9 studied and also utilized in brain rhythm-contingent (BRC) paradigms that incorporate closed loops. 10 In these implementations, instantaneous power and phase of neural oscillations form the signal that 11 is fed back to the brain. 12 Here we addressed the problem of feedback delay in BRC paradigms. In many BRC systems, it 13 is critical to keep the delay short. Long delays could render the intended modification of neural 14 activity impossible because the stimulus is delivered after the targeted neural pattern has already 15 completed. Yet, the processing time needed to extract oscillatory components from the broad-band 16 neural signals can significantly exceed the period of oscillations, which puts a demand for algorithms 17 that could minimize the delay. 18 We used EEG data collected in human subjects to systematically investigate the performance of a 19 range of signal processing methods in the context of minimizing delay in BRC systems. We proposed 20 a family of techniques based on the least-squares filter design -a transparent and simple approach, 21 as it required a single parameter to adjust the accuracy versus latency trade-off. Our algorithm 22 performed on par or better than the state-of the art techniques currently used for the estimation of 23 rhythm envelope and phase in closed-loop EEG paradigms.
: Schematics of the BRC paradigm. A. A diagram depicting signal flow in a closed-loop system. B. Signal processing pipeline. C. The sources of delays mounting to the total latency of the BRC system. Technical and fundamental sources of the delay are marked in blue and red, respectively. Figure 2A shows that, with these expressions, extraction of the ground-truth signal is not restricted to causal operations. 
where * is the convolution operator, h bp is the impulse response of the band-pass filter, | · | denotes the absolute 143 value (i.e., the rectification step), and h lp is the impulse response of the low-pass filter that performs smoothing of the 144 rectified signal. Without loss of generality, we can assume that both h bp and h lp are linear phase FIRs designed by a 145 Hanning window method with the number of taps N bp and N lp , correspondingly. The cutoff frequency for the low-146 pass filter f c is set to correspond to one-half the expected bandwidth of the narrow-band process, i.e. f c = (f 2 −f 1 )/2.
147
FIR filters have a linear phase and therefore the total delay D and the number of taps in the individual filters N bp and 148 N lp have the following interrelationship:
In order to ensure that the maximum performance is achieved for a given group delay value D, we used grid search 150 over variables N bp and D in our comparative analysis. The parameter N lp was determined from the formula 5. Since 151 N bp and N lp are positive, this method can estimate the envelope values only with a positive delay, which corresponds 152 to the count of signal samples taken from the past.
153
Sliding window narrow-band Hilbert transform (hilb) is the second most commonly used method that is based 154 on the use of the analytic signal y[n] computed using Hilbert transform [35] . There are various implementations of 155 this approach. In the current work we resorted to the use of the windowed DFT. DFT is calculated on each window 156 of length N t which is zero-padded to the length of N f samples. Next, the coefficients corresponding to the negative 157 frequency values and those in the positive frequency semi-axis that fall outside the band of interest are zeroed out.
158
The DFT coefficients within the band of interest are doubled. Then, the inverse DFT is performed and N t − D-th 159 element of the resultant complex valued sequence is used as an estimate of the analytic signal with delay D. This way, 160 two operations are performed simultaneously: band-pass filtering and extracting the analytic signal that is then used 161 to estimate the envelope. This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2 .
162
In matrix representation and using temporal embedding to form vector, x[n] this can be written as:
where vector x[n] contains the last N t samples of
The parameters to be optimized for this method are window length N t and zero-padded length of the signal N f which 167 is used to perform the DFT. The overall delay of this method is explicitly determined by parameter D. benchmark for our and other methods being compared but only at the processing latency D = 0, that is the latency 175 this approach was originally designed for.
176
Using matrix notation, we can formalize this method as follows.
wherex[n] contains forward-backward filtered last N a samples of the x[n], P AR(p) denotes AR model based pre-178 diction operation and adds 2N e predicted samples by using a p-th order AR model,
modified DFT matrix with zeros on the rows corresponding to the negative frequencies and w Na is the (N a )-th row 180 of the DFT matrix. As the narrow-band filter for the forward-backward filtering part, we use Butterworth filter of the 181 order k as suggested in [36] .
182
One of the disadvantages of this approach is that it has multiple parameters that need to be tuned to achieve the 183 optimal performance. To attain the best performance in this study, we searched over the parameter grid composed of 184 the following variables: AR order p, number of edge samples N e , and Butterworth filter of the order k. frequency response of this combined filter can be defined as:
where δw = 2πδf is half of the pass band width, and D is the group delay measured in samples. Frequency domain least squares (cFIR) is the first and most straightforward approach (denoted F-cFIR). The least 197 squares filter design strategy consists in finding the complex valued vector of the cFIR filter weights b of length N t that 198 minimizes the L 2 norm between the cFIR filter frequency response obtained by the DFT and the discrete appropriately 199 sampled version h D of an ideal response H D in the frequency domain. To increase the frequency resolution, we 
The last formula 9 is equivalent to expression 6 but can be used with negative delays, D ≤ 0. This simple method, 206 however, does not take into account the second order frequency domain statistics of the target signal and could be 207 further improved. Note that the cFIR approach with parameters N t , N f and D ≥ 0 matches the sliding window 208 narrow-band Hilbert transform approach with the same parameters N t , N f and D.
209
Frequency domain weighted least squares (wcFIR) is the method that follows optimal filter design ideas, where 210 power spectral density of the input signal x[n] are used as weights. We thus formulate the weighted frequency domain 211 least squares design technique (denoted wcFIR) via optimization problem (2.2) whose solution can be found by solving 212 the normal equations (10):
where X is the diagonal matrix formed from the square roots of the power spectral density magnitudes of x[n]. The Conceptually, having in mind the two tasks of optimal envelope and instantaneous phase estimation we could have 224 formulated the two separate optimization problems and used two different sets of weights implementing two different 225 band-pass complex-valued filters delivering optimal accuracy in estimation of envelope and phase approximation with 226 the specified delay. In this case, however, due to non-linearity of the target functional, we would have to perform an 227 iterative optimization in order to find the optimal FIR filter weights vector b.
228
Time domain least squares is the last approach from this family (denoted tcFIR) that is based on minimization of :
Hilbert transformer (8). According to Parseval's theorem, this approach is equivalent to the wcFIR approach. However 233 in contrast to the frequency domain formulation, it allows for implementation of recursive schemes for solving (11) 234 and therefore may potentially account for non-stationarity in the data. One of the most straightforward approaches is 235 to use recursive least squares (RLS) [40] , to update filter coefficients on the fly. . 
where N φ = {n : n ∈ N a , sign(φ[n]) > sign(φ[n − 1])} is the set of time moments whenφ[n] crosses 0.
272
Grid search procedure To ensure that the compared methods operate optimally, for each of them, we defined grid 273 search space as described in table 1 and, as described below, looked for the combination of parameters that ensured the 274 best performance for each of the techniques. Here we use the following short method names: rect for envelope detector Low. The graph on the right panel of Figure 5 .A shows balanced accuracy score (class recall average) for such binary 333 detection task as a function of allowed processing delay parameter D. The analysis is done for one subject with median 334 SNR selected from the pull of 10 subjects. We can observe that the best performance in the binary classification task is 335 achieved by the weighted cf ir method with zero processing latency (D = 0). Similar results for ternary classification 336 of the three-state problem are shown in Figure 5 .B. Just like in the binary case, the moments when the envelope falls 337 into the top area corresponding to the 5% of the largest envelope values are labeled as High and additionally, label 338 Low is assigned to the time instances when the envelope takes on values from the lowest 5%. The rest of the time 339 moments are labeled as Medium. Interestingly, the cf ir family of methods delivers the best performance for zero 340 processing delay D = 0. In the binary classification scenario, we can achieve about 75% of balanced accuracy. The 341 rectification-based approach at best provides just above 60% accuracy and that peaks in 100-150 ms processing lag 342 range. The results are qualitatively the same for the ternary classification case.
343 Figure 5 : Discrete paradigm accuracy for one subject with median SNR. A) -binray classification task. The goal is to detect the time instances when alpha envelope is in the upper 5% quantile of its values. B) -ternary classification task to distinguish lower and upper 5% quantiles of the envelope values from the mid-range values falling into 5%-85% range.
Finally, to explore the morphology of the alpha-burst events in the High/Other classification task described above in 344 Figure 6 , we averaged the ground truth envelope around moments when the decoder crossed its own threshold. This 345 computation was performed for rect and wcfir approaches for predefined delay parameters from [300, 100, 0, −100] ms set (for rect only positive values were used). Also, we computed averaged envelope across a set of randomly picked time moments (denoted as rand) and across moments when the ground truth envelope crossed the High threshold 348 (denoted as ideal), which can not be done causally, see Figure 6 .d feature of the oscillatory brain activity. In NFB setting or settings requiring an explicit feedback signal that reflects 357 subject's performance, these standard approaches close the loop more than 300 ms past the targeted neural event [42] .
358
Such delays may be especially harmful when the targeted brain rhythm patterns can be described as discrete events 
374
We see this work as a systematic effort aimed at building a zero-or even negative-latency feedback systems that will 375 allow transferring the predictive control methodology successfully exercised in technical systems to the tasks where 376 the brain is the controlled object [48] . As shown in 5, wcFIR approach allows for correct forward prediction 100 ms up a way for the implementation of predictive control that enables a more efficient interaction with the functioning 380 brain.
381
While our method reduces feedback latency, this reduction comes at a cost of less accurate envelope estimation.
382
Deterioration of performance is especially sizeable in when the SNR is low and therefore, for the latency-reduction 383 algorithm to be efficient, care should be taken to improve the SNR with such methods as spatial filtering of multi-384 electrode recordings.
385
The optimal latency-accuracy trade-off is the issue that needs to be addressed for each particular application and each 386 particular subject. As shown in Figure 3 , the methods outlined in this work allow the users to smoothly control this 387 trade-off and choose the optimal operational point for each specific application.
388
As mentioned above, to achieve the true predictive scenario, though, the improvements need to be made not only of 389 the signal processing algorithms but also of the hardware employed for signal acquisition, as well as the low-level 390 software that handles EEG data transfer from the acquisition device to the computer memory buffer. To this end, 391 it is worth considering specialized systems based on the FPGA programmable devices that eliminate the uncertain 392 processing delays present in computer operating systems not designed to operate in real-time.
393
In the context of neurofeedback, additional consideration should be given to the physiological aspects of the sensory 394 modality used to deliver the feedback signal. For instance, it is known that visual inputs, although very informa-395 tive [33], are processed slower compared to tactile inputs and therefore tactile feedback could be a better option for 396 predictive control.
397
The signal processing approaches presented here could be advanced by employing more sophisticated decision rules 
